
Senior Infants Week of 27th April 2020 

Maths  

The topic this week Number where we are going to compare and order numbers 

1-10 to start with then move on to 1-20.  

Look at numbers 5 and 8 .Which is the biggest?  Which is the smallest ? By how 

much is 8 more than 5?  

Look at the numbers 6 and 9. Which is the biggest? Which is the smallest ? By 

how much is 6 less than 9 ? 

Important to try with objects and see the difference . eg.Estimate how many 

forks and spoons in a bundle then count and compare . Use the language more 

than/less than /fewer than. This language is hard and needs lots of repetition. 

Refer to https://my.cjfallon.ie/dashboard/student-

resources/?levels=0&classes=0&subjects=0&serieses=0&booktitles=0&types%5B0%5D=Book+Sampl

e 

Primary   –Senior Infants  -Maths-Busy at Maths   open book and it is pages 102,103. 

The book is not that important if you cannot get it, the language of maths is better 

used in practical work. 

To introduce <  > =    signs follow the links 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6Efzu2slaI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LctQ_30sJ0&list=PLsqXe58ZDShOLQUKd5smZMB_DOIgLHZKO

&index=10 

Play the games and listen to the story on the link below 

https://www.education.com/game/less-than-greater-than/ 

This is a hard concept and remember it is just to introduce it at this stage. 

Listen to The Big Numbers song      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0dJWfQHF8Y 

 Handwriting 

Capital letters Revise MNUJ  and introduce D 

Just Handwriting  precursive    (pages 49,50,51)    https://educateplus.ie/homestudy-

primary?field_class_ref_tid=1419&field_series_ref_tid=2372 
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English 

Listen to your own choice of stories on  

storylineonline 

Continue with the ebooks on the Oxfordowl.co.uk  using the class login emailed 

to you. Try to write down the books and levels you have read. 

Phonics 

 https://educateplus.ie/homestudy-primary?field_class_ref_tid=1419&field_series_ref_tid=1528 

‘er’ sound  pages 70 and 71 of the Just Phonics book. Try to write 5 short sentences with this sound.  

Eg. Ben runs fast but I run faster.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xf7b2rO5iIY https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Taa3ANEy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVeIP8ZW8T0N_Y 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVeIP8ZW8T0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhTdmBPL5hU 

Gaeilge  

Continue with Sa Bhaile this week if you have managed to download it. S[end time on 

the activities and the songs . 

Art    Some of the artists we have covered 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXcAkgPKDxc  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hrHZL8pp--M 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDW4wSTm-V4 

Do you want to try to draw your hero ? 

https://drawyourhero.ie/ 

SESE  - Writing task 

Can you watch the following link and after talking with your family write a few 

facts about Africa          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSYHMWmyVfo 
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